Smart software by AgroVision

AgroVision provides specialised software packages for the entire sector from their passion for farming. Thousands of pig farmers use AgroVision packages on a daily basis. AgroVision software allows them to control their company.

Would you like to know more about PigVision or one of the many other software options AgroVision provides for the agrarian sector? Please contact us at phone number +31 (0)570 664 111 or info@agrovision.nl.

The advantages of PigVision

• **A flexible set-up**
  PigVision has a flexible set-up, allowing you to establish the indicators shown, with just the figures and indicators that are important for your company. You can indicate what you want to see and what your employees are permitted to view.

• **Extensive options for analysis**
  The various options for analysis provide support in management decisions for an improved result.

• **Accessible from every place of work or mobile device**
  The system is accessible from each workplace or mobile device, thus allowing you and your employees to work efficiently.

• **Option to share data with your advisor**
  Data in PigVision can easily be shared with your advisor. The level to which your adviser is allowed to access your data is up to you, and you are no longer required to share back-ups for this. Your advisor can also request and analyse special reports.

PigVision
The ultimate recording and management solution for every pig farmer
Record, call up and share data online

PigVision combines on-line knowledge and data into one single program, and then translates this into usable information for your company. PigVision provides a practical tool for quick and accurate insight into your current farm profits. All animal information is combined in a handy dashboard with clear overviews and diagrams.

PigVision has a lot of general functions that makes it easy and user-friendly, for example Production report, calculations behind formulas, medicine, manuals, filter and sorting, setup the Windows that are customized to match individual needs, action list and benchmarking.

PigVision Breeding
For companies that produce breeding sows and breeding boars
PigVision Breeding focuses on companies that produce breeding sows and breeding boars. It allows you to produce working lists for tattooing, transferring, delivering, order and inventory management, etc. very easily. Various analysis overviews can be created for the assessment of technical results.

PigVision Breeding carries out exchanges with various breeding organisations, such as TopigsNorsvin, PIC, JSR, Hermitage and DanBred. Contact us for information as to whether PigVision Breeding can exchange with the breeding organisation you are working with.

PigVision Sows
For easy entry of technical data of your sows and tattooed pigs
Users of PigVision Sows easily enter technical data about sows and tattooed pigs. You avail of updated and practical overviews and analyses at any time. Overviews such as sow maps, corporate reporting, selection lists, sow cards, etc. are all excellent supports for your daily activities, allowing you to work as it suits you and experience the ease of online working!

PigVision Growers
For pig farmers with growers
We provide PigVision Growers for pig farmers with growers (finishers and weaners). Data are entered easily using your tablet or smartphone. In addition to animal data, you also avail of feeding invoices, slaughter dates and feeding station data. Experience the ease of on-line working!

PigVision Data Center
From pig data to Big data
The PigVision Data Center provides increased insight and grip on your company. The program combines all available data in your company using a local network or the Internet. Weight, feed, water and temperature registrations are automatically sent to the computer, where the program converts the data into diagrams for a quick overview of the production within your company. If a graph changes, breaks or stagnates, you are immediately informed that a problem has occurred. The historical data can be used to find the cause and possible solution by comparing numbers and comments in the system, and to immediately anticipate these.

You can see the work you or your employees have carried out in the sty a day later in the diagrams of the PigVision Data Center.

PigVision MultiSite Reporting
All information of your locations in one program
If you have various pig farms or keep pigs at various locations, PigVision MultiSite Reporting provides insight about how your companies perform overall and in relation to each other. It provides an overview of all of the data of the various locations in an online program and allows the easy production of reports and analyses of your entire company or as per couple/sty. In addition, the program has dashboards and alerts that show any issues requiring attention at a glance.

In the Finisher Forecast you can see the number of pigs expected to be delivered to the packer on a weekly basis.